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Teaching Center Office Hour
for first-year and second-year faculty only
Tuesdays  11:00-12:00
https://belmontu.zoom.us/j/9499622042?pwd=K0VSVXNMS0dRL1k4MkNTMElhcnAvQT09
From our previous seminar session
based on the framework developed by Craig Nelson
Facts (Absolute Knowing; Dualism)
Transition 1:  
Understanding Knowledge as Uncertain
Opinions (Transitional Knowing; Multiplicity)
Critical Thinking
Craig Nelson:
critical thinking occurs in the movement – the 
transition – from one developmental stage to 
another
Jose Bowen (Teaching Naked):
learning occurs when “pleasantly frustrated”
Formative versus Summative
Formative Summative
Teaching Center Formative Review Process
• Person conducting the review with students (instructor NOT in classroom) 
elicits input from the students with three prompts:
– What is working well in the class (that is, what is helping you learn)?
– What is not working well (that is, what is hindering your learning)?
– What suggestions do you have for improvement?
– Additional prompt you wish to add
• Students have a minute or two to think/write on their own, then are 
placed in groups to respond to the prompts as a group.  After groups work, 
they report out in a conversation facilitated by the reviewer.  Afterwards, 
the reviewer provides the instructor (and ONLY the instructor) a 1-2 page 
“executive summary” of the student input.  
• Recommendation:  Do NOT include the actual review in any public files 
(e.g., annual review, promotion).  Instead, include your reflection on the 
overall process including the student input.
An Example approach for online
using Annotate in Zoom





Source:  Angelo, T. and Cross, K.P. (1993). 
Classroom Assessment Techniques: 
A Handbook for College Teachers, 2nd Edition.  
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
Each assessment activity is rated in regards to:
– Faculty to prepare to use the specific CAT
– Students to respond to the assessment
– Faculty to analyze the data collected
Some Example CATs
• Assessing Prior Knowledge, Recall, and Understanding
Example:  Minute Paper (Low, Low, Low)
• Assessing Skill in Analysis and Critical Thinking
Example:  Pro and Con Grid (Low, Low, Low/Medium)
• Assessing Skill in Synthesis and Creative Thinking
Example:  One-Sentence Summary (Low, Medium, Medium)
• Assessing Skill in Problem Solving
Example:  Problem Recognition Task (Medium, Low, Low)
• Assessing Skill in Application and Performance
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